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BACK BAY REFUGE TO CLOSE FOR ANNUAL HUNT 

 
 
Virginia Beach, VA -   Back Bay National Wildlife Refuge will hold its annual hunt for 
white-tailed deer on Monday, October 24 and Tuesday, October 25.  
 
For public safety, the Refuge, including its oceanfront beach, will be closed to all other public 
uses on these dates. False Cape State Park, adjacent to the Refuge’s southern boundary, partners 
with the Refuge by conducting a hunt on the same dates, and also will be closed to all other 
public uses. Additionally, night surf fishing is suspended during these dates. 
 
Hunters may scout the hunting zones in the Refuge and the Park from October 17-23, 2016. 
Normal Refuge hours of sunrise to sunset apply to scouting. Hunters must wear blaze orange 
when scouting. 
 
Refuge hunts, which have been held annually since 1986, are aimed at maintaining a stable and 
healthy deer population. Feral hogs may also be taken during this hunt. The hunt is conducted in 
accordance with existing state regulations and bag limits, and subject to additional Refuge/Park-
specific regulations. Hunters are selected in a computer lottery draw. The application period is 
now closed. Hunters who missed the lottery or were not selected may hunt standby and should 
contact the Refuge or the Park for further information on how they may do so. 
 
The Refuge will re-open for general public use at dawn on Wednesday, October 26.  
 
Back Bay National Wildlife Refuge, a major resting and feeding location for water birds along 
the Atlantic Flyway, is located in southeastern Virginia Beach, adjacent to the community of 
Sandbridge. Further information may be obtained by calling the Refuge at 757-301-7329 or 
visiting the website at www.fws.gov/refuge/back_bay. 
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